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CUSTOMER BOM COSTING FOR EMS 
A TURNKEY SOLUTION TO BOOST 
YOUR SALES
DEAL is tailored to EMS companies to address the complex challenge of 
BOM costing.
It includes all the features that engineering, sourcing and sales teams 
need : BOM upload and multi-source management, multiple quantity 
costing, BOM consolidation, supplier RFQ generation and monitoring 
as well as price mark-up. It’s suitable both for small teams with cross-
functional resources and for larger teams organized with coordinators 
and commodity sourcers.

> PROTOTYPE

> HIGH-MIX LOW-VOLUME

> MASS PRODUCTION

+30% more 
quote
delivered

We use Buymanager for BOM costing. Every year we 
quote 30% more projects with the same team, and we 
could do even more.”
Ted Bonnamy | MSL – All Circuits | Quoting Department
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PRODUCT PRESENTATION
MANAGE PRICE REQUESTS, DISTRIBUTE RFQS, MONITOR SUPPLIERS, 
ORGANIZE YOUR QUOTATION, PROVIDE FEEDBACK.

TEAM WITH 
CROSS-FUNCTIONNAL 
RESSOURCES

TEAM ORGANIZED 
WITH COORDINATOR 
AND COMMODITY 
SOURCER

MASS PRODUCTION, 
PROTOTYPES, HIGH-MIX, 
LOW-VOLUME

IMPORT
IMPORT DE VOS BOM
DEPUIS EXCEL

RQT COLLECTE AUTOMATIQUEMENT 
LES PRIX ET DISPONIBILITES 

DES COMPOSANTS

 

CHIFFRAGE
PRISE EN COMPTE DES 

PRIX MOQ ET DES STOCKS 

RQT

60 SECONDS
retrouvez les prix 
pour votre BOM

30 MILLION
de composants accessibles 

instantanément

+ 200
Distributeurs accessibles

en ligne

RAPPORT

MARGES

ACHATS

BOM
GESTION

BOM
CHIFFRAGE

Import 
BOM

Pre-
Chi�rage

RFQ Rapport

1 2 3 4

YOUR CONCERNS
LONG RESPONSE TIME

Customers expect 
quotations to be delivered 
faster all the time. They also 
request quotes for multiple 
quantity scenarios, and 
require updates through 
each engineering change.
Meeting your customer’s 
time line expectations whilst 
providing accurate quotes is 
the key to your success.

A LOT OF DATA TO 
HANDLE

BOMs list hundreds of 
components and many more 
qualified sources. Prices 
must take into consideration 
L/T, MOQ, MPQ, and 
inventory for each part. 
All this data is collected 
manually in numerous Excel 
spreadsheets, never to be 
re-used.

INCREASE ADDED VALUE 
TASKS

Stiff competition calls for 
setting yourself apart. 
Add value by proposing 
new alternate sources to 
offer better prices, search 
for inventory to meet L/T, 
analyze obsolescence status 
of the customer BOM, etc.

DEAL

3 days
for all quotes,

1 hour
for prototype 

We quote all BOMs within less than 
3 days. For prototype and NPI with 
Rapid Quote Tool we can now quote 
within 1 hour. In addition, all the data 
is centralized allowing us to provide 
answers instantly to any question”
Ivy Liu | Orient Semiconductor Electronics | 
Senior Manager, Material Procurement Management 
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A COMPLETE SOLUTION IN A SINGLE 
PROCESS  

RAPID QUOTE TOOL
Market price BOM costing in under 60 seconds

DEAL

TEAM WITH 
CROSS-FUNCTIONNAL 
RESSOURCES

TEAM ORGANIZED 
WITH COORDINATOR 
AND COMMODITY 
SOURCER

MASS PRODUCTION, 
PROTOTYPES, HIGH-MIX, 
LOW-VOLUME

IMPORT
IMPORT DE VOS BOM
DEPUIS EXCEL

RQT COLLECTE AUTOMATIQUEMENT 
LES PRIX ET DISPONIBILITES 

DES COMPOSANTS

 

CHIFFRAGE
PRISE EN COMPTE DES 

PRIX MOQ ET DES STOCKS 

RQT

60 SECONDS
retrouvez les prix 
pour votre BOM

30 MILLION
de composants accessibles 

instantanément

+ 200
Distributeurs accessibles

en ligne

RAPPORT

MARGES

ACHATS

BOM
GESTION

BOM
CHIFFRAGE

Import 
BOM

Pre-
Chi�rage

RFQ Rapport

1 2 3 4

Upload customer 
BOMs whatever their 
format (R&D, with 
AVL, multiple level). 
Search automatically 
for existing parts based 
on MPNs or customer 
references. Create BOM 
upload templates for 
each client.

Take advantage of prices 
from your ERP and 
previous quotations. 
Get open market prices 
in seconds for speedy 
BOM costing. Optimize 
cost and excess with 
automatic valuation. 
Propose alternate 
sources. Consolidate 
BOM quantities in one 
click.

Do you have a sourcing 
team for quoting? 
Assign parts to family 
sourcers and dispatch 
the workload easily. 
Generate RFQs only for 
items that need quoting.

Automatically 
consolidate all price 
and propose alternate 
solutions, including 
the ones suggested 
by your vendors. 
Control your margin by 
defining mark-up for 
each component, and 
export your costings (in 
customizable XLS).

TEAM WITH 
CROSS-FUNCTIONNAL 
RESSOURCES

TEAM ORGANIZED 
WITH COORDINATOR 
AND COMMODITY 
SOURCER

MASS PRODUCTION, 
PROTOTYPES, HIGH-MIX, 
LOW-VOLUME

IMPORT
IMPORT DE VOS BOM
DEPUIS EXCEL
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DES COMPOSANTS
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FUNCTION SCOPE
FEATURES BENEFITS

DEAL / BOM & SOURCE MANAGEMENT

Upload Excel BOM
Any type of BOM upload: simple BOM, R&D BOM, multiple sources in columns, multiple sources in rows, 

multi-level BOMs.

BOM Upload templates Create customized BOM upload templates for each customer.

Customer Qualified Sources Automatically record all the customer qualified sources (Customer AML) for every part.

Internal Qualified Sources Manage your internal qualified sources (Internal AML) for an optimized sourcing process.

Customer references Record customer reference available in the BOM.

BOM consistency check Control the consistency between quantity and designators.

Part use case Get the list of BOMs in which a part is included. 

BOM Part search tool Automatically search for any parts of a BOM based on MPNs, customer part numbers or descriptions.

DEAL / BOM COSTING

Reuse ERP prices Prices from your ERP: average rolling prices, last purchasing prices, negotiated prices, can all be included.

Reuse price from previous Deal Prices from earlier quotations can be taken into consideration.

Price search based on MPNs The price search is based on the MPN as well as the part code.

Best-Of calculation Automatic calculation to select the best price for each part, based on U/P, MOQ, MPQ and L/T.

ERP Inventory ERP inventory can be taken into consideration for cost optimization.

Supplier inventory Supplier inventory compared with requested quantity will be considered for the calculation of the lead time .

Excess Global excess is calculated based on each part’s chosen MOQ and MPQ.

Unlimited quantity scenarios BOM costing can be carried out for any quantity, without limitation.

Open / Restricted AML Price selection can be restricted according to customer AML or it can be open to any alternate source.

Multiple Product Consolidation
Multiple product quantities can be consolidated into one single costing. Common components quantities 

will be added up.

Manual price entry Prices can be entered manually, e.g. for user evaluation.

Manual price selection Price selected automatically can be changed manually.

Price Quota Several prices can be applied at the same time according to their related quotas. 

Freight, duty and taxes For each price, two columns allow to apply a percentage to cater for additionnal costs. 

DEAL

> > >
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FUNCTION SCOPE

FEATURES BENEFITS

DEAL / SOURCING – RFQ GENERATION

Generate RFQ based on BOMs Parts to quote can be generated automatically based on the BOMs and the quantities to quote.

Multiple BOM consolidation Parts quantities to quote can be consolidated between different BOMs.

Multiple quantity scenarios Parts can be quoted for multiple quantities.

Multiple source capability Multiple part’s sources (AML) are considered in the RFQ.

80/20 Optimization Parts sent to RFQ can be automatically restricted to those representing 80% of the cost.

Family automatic assignment Family can be automatically assigned based on the part’s description.

Automatic sourcer dispatch Parts to quote can be dispatched automatically to the sourcer based on the family.

Manuel sourcer dispatch Parts assigned can be adjusted manually to reflect any special case.

DEAL / FINAL COSTING - REPORT

Quotation selection New quotations from RFQ can be selected individually to the scope of the BOM costing

Create alternate scenario
Create alternate BOM costing scenarios with Open or closed AML to offer alternative cost optimization 

options to your customer.

Sourcer consolidation Automatic consolidation of the price selections made by the family sourcers.

Mark-up & Customer price Define customer price with a mark-up (or down) using a percentage or a net price.

Customer price per quantity Define customer price for each different BOM costing scenario.

Multiple customer price Prices for different customers can be recorded for each paty.

Reuse customer price Reuse customer price from previous costings based on part code, quantity, customer.

Customer price history For each component, get the history of Price quoted to customers .

Single BOM costing report Possibility to output the BOM costing for one quantity to an Excel file.

Multiple quantity report Possibility to output the BOM costing for several quantities into a single Excel file.

Multiple Product report Possibility to output the BOM costing for several products, several quantities into a single Excel file.

Custom reports Create specific reports for sales, customers, auditors.

DEAL

> > >
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RAPID QUOTE TOOL 

FEATURES BENEFITS

+200 Distributors online From the web-services from Digikey, Mouser, Farnell, RS, TME, Octopart...

MPN Search Search online databases based on exact or partial MPN of the part.

SKU Search Search online databases based on exact orpartial SKU of the part.

Description Search Search online databases based on the part’s description.

MPN relevance analysis Display MPNs that match the request and calculate the relevance of similar MPNs.

Distributor limitation User defined preferences of distributors to take into consideration.

Packing limitation User defined preferences of packing to take into consideration, e.g. avoid cut tape.

BOM Automatic search Search the matching results for all the MPNs of the BOM.

BOM Manual search Manual search to select equivalent or alternate proposal.

Quick link to distributors web-
site One click access to the distributor website.

Global inventory Calculate global inventory for every MPN.

Supplier inventory Store distributor inventory.


